
“We should keep our feet on the 
ground to signify that nothing is 
beneath us, but we should also 
lift up our eyes to say that 
nothing is beyond us”

Seamus Heaney’s Birthday Speech,  
13th April 2009



Pastoral Care deals with the overall development of the pupil – physically, 
academically, socially, morally, and spiritually. It requires a caring commitment by 
all teachers to guide and advise pupils. It permeates all aspects of school life and 
contributes to the creation of a supportive atmosphere in the school for both 
teachers and pupils. A Vice-Principal co-ordinates Pastoral Care throughout the 
school, working closely with Year Heads who have particular responsibility for the 
pupils in a specific year group and who, in turn, co-ordinate the work of the Tutors 
in that year group. Tutors and Year Heads keep in close contact with parents.

The following themes are included in the Pastoral Programmes from Year 8 Year 

14 delivered through a Life Skills Training Programme:

Positive Mental Health and Emotional Wellbeing

Internet Safety / Cyber Bullying

Bullying Awareness

Drug and Alcohol Education

Relationships and Sexuality

Social Justice Awareness Campaigns

Study Skills

The Tutor encourages discussion and seeks to promote group identity and close 

relationships within the group. 
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Counselling
A Senior Teacher co-ordinates a counselling service within the school. It is provided by a 

counsellor from Family Works and an independent registered counsellor. Counselling is 

available to pupils at their own or at their parents’ request and on the recommendation 

of Year Heads. 



Tutor Periods and Assemblies

Pupils meet in tutor groups four times a week at the beginning of the school day and 

once a week in a general assembly taken by the Year Head. The Pastoral Programme for 

the particular year group is delivered during this time and pupils are encouraged to 

discuss relevant issues under the guidance of their Tutor. Tutor time is also used to 

register pupils, collect absentee notes and relay information. One of the four Tutor 

periods is extended, lasting 40 minutes.

Contact with Parents

The Tutor is usually the first point of contact with parents. We encourage parents to feel 

free to contact the Tutor or Year Head if they have any concerns about their child’s 

welfare or progress in school. Likewise, Tutors or Year Heads will contact parents if they 

have concerns about the pupils in their care.

Child Protection

We are committed to protecting pupils from all forms of violence and abuse and 

ensuring that they are kept safe from harm and given proper care. Mrs Lavery, Vice 

Principal, is the Designated Teacher for Child Protection and Miss Miskelly, SENCO, and 

Dr Donnelly, Vice Principal, are the Deputy Designated Teachers. They will deal with any 

matters relating to the abuse of children. They may be contacted by pupils, parents or 

any responsible adult.

Pupils’ Images

Pupils’ images are recorded from time to time as they participate in class, school trips, 

teams, sports days, competitions, productions and special events or simply to highlight 

their achievements.  

The images are displayed on school notice boards, the web site, multi-media 

presentations, in publications such as the school magazine and, on occasion, in the local 

press.  Pupils are normally proud to see their achievements thus recognised.

It is assumed that parents consent to having their child’s image recorded or displayed.  

Please note that if you want to withhold your consent you should let the Principal know 

in writing, stating your child’s name and that of his/her tutor.
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We hope that pupils will enjoy their 
Sixth Form years in Rathmore and avail 
of the opportunities which the school 
provides for them to achieve academic 
excellence, in keeping with their 
individual aptitudes, and to become 
more confident, articulate and 
responsible young adults.

As young adults who have freely 
chosen to pursue their studies to A 
level, Sixth Form pupils are invited to 
assume a leadership role within the 
school, working closely with teachers 
and fellow pupils in promoting a 
caring and vibrant learning 
atmosphere.

Sixth Form pupils are expected to take at least 3 subjects to A level.

To enter and remain in the Sixth Form, pupils must be able to demonstrate 
their ability and commitment to pursuing their studies to A level within the 
supportive environment of the school.  Their school record must 
demonstrate in particular:

respect for school rules and policies and full cooperation with tutors, 
teachers, Year Heads and school management;

regular and punctual attendance at tutor group, assembly, class and 
study periods;  Overall attendance should be at least 95%.

serious commitment to study, including independent study, under 
the guidance of their teachers, as demonstrated by the quality of 
their work both in school and at home and, in particular, by the 
submission of assignments and coursework by the required dates;

ability to cope with at least 3 A levels, as demonstrated by their GCSE 
results which must include at least 4 Grade Bs and 3 Grade Cs, 
including Grade C in English and Mathematics.

To take a subject at AS level, pupils should have at least Grade B at GCSE in 
that subject or in a subject which requires similar skills. The GCSE must be 
the full examination and all papers must be at higher level. 

For A Level Biology, Chemistry and Physics pupils must have a minimum of 
a Grade B in both units of the science subject or a minimum of a Grade B 
in all units of Double Award Science. For Physics, pupils should also have a 
Grade B in Mathematics which includes the M8 paper. It is an advantage to 
have studied GCSE Further Mathematics. Pupils who have not studied 
GCSE Further Mathematics in Year 12 must study it in Year 13. 

For Mathematics, pupils should also have Grade C in Further Mathematics 
or Grade A in Mathematics which includes the M8 paper. 
To take a subject at A2 level, pupils should have at least Grade C at AS level 
in that subject.

To proceed from Lower 6 to Upper 6 pupils should have at least 3 Grade Cs 
at AS level. 



The Sixth Form curriculum is designed to promote pupils’ self-esteem and to 
enable them to acquire the knowledge, skills and qualifications which they 
will need in order to cope with an increasingly complex world of work and 
with today’s society.

We seek to ensure that all teaching and learning takes place in a dynamic, 
caring and positive environment in which each pupil is encouraged to 
assume personal responsibility for his/her own learning and progress.

Enrichment Activities
Pupils are encouraged to participate in at least some of the enrichment activities 
which are on offer, for example, Public Speaking and Debating, the school magazine, 
Young Enterprise, the Pope John Paul II Award,  music and drama productions, 
orchestras, bands and choirs, Mandarin classes, exchange visits abroad, a wide range 
of sporting activities and the Catholic Caring and Trócaire campaigns.

A/AS Levels

Pupils take 3 or 4 subjects to AS level in Lower Sixth and continue 
with at least 3 of these subjects to A level in Upper Sixth.  All AS 
and A level subjects are studied in modular form.
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Religious Education

For one period each week all Sixth Form pupils participate in a 
school-designed course in Religious Education which gives them 
an opportunity to reflect on their own faith experience and to 
discuss faith and moral issues with their peers and teachers in a 
small group setting.

Additional Courses 
All pupils take a school-designed course in Careers for one period  each week.  They 
may also take additional courses which are on offer as long as their timetables can 
accommodate them after the allocation of periods to A/AS level subjects, Religious 
Education and Careers.

Work Experience
Lower Sixth pupils have the opportunity of participating in work experience which 
usually lasts for one week.  It gives them insight into the world of work and helps 
them with their choice of career.  Some Modern Language pupils may have the 
opportunity of doing their work experience in the country of their target language.



Assessment

There will be continuous assessment throughout the year including formal 
standardised class assessments in October and March, with Mock Examinations in 
December.  You will receive a full report in January and there is a Lower Sixth Parent 
Teacher Meeting in November.

AS and A Levels

The main examinations taken by Sixth Form pupils are AS at the end of Lower Sixth 
and A2 at the end of Upper Sixth.  
The marks achieved in the AS units are combined to give an AS level grade:  A, B, C, D, 
E or U which stands for “unclassified”.
If the subject is continued to A level the marks achieved in the AS units are combined 
with the marks achieved in the A2 units to give an A level grade:  A*, A, B, C, D, E or U.

The AS examinations contribute to 40% of the A Level award.
The A2 examinations contribute to 60% of the A Level award.

Choice and Number of Subjects

All pupils take at least 3 subjects to AS level in Lower Sixth and continue with at least 
3 subjects to A level in Upper Sixth.  Some pupils take 4 subjects to AS level and 
continue with 3 to A level, while others continue with 4 to A level.  
Before they enter Lower Sixth, pupils are given advice by Careers teachers about the 
choice and number of subjects they might take at A/AS level.  These will depend on 
factors such as pupils’ predicted grades at GCSE, the courses they wish to pursue at 
university or a further education college and their choice of career.  Pupils are 
encouraged to continue to seek advice from their Careers teachers throughout the 
Sixth Form.

Banning of Mobile Phones and Other Electronic Devices 
from Public Examination Centres

There is a strict ban on pupils bringing mobile phones and any other electronic 
device into school on a day when they are sitting a public examination.



Value Statement
Rathmore is a school that fosters academic excellence, cherishes each pupil and, 
through its curriculum, seeks to develop the potential of each individual and the 
growth of the whole person, summed up in the school's motto "Ut Vitam
Habeant" - "that they may have life". External and internal assessment at 
Rathmore is an important aspect of the learning process of each child and 
supports and promotes high quality learning and teaching. 

Aims
Through the effective implementation of this policy for External Examinations we 
seek to ensure that the planning and management of external examinations 
• are conducted efficiently; 
• are in the best interest of pupils;
• allow pupils to perform to the best of their potential;
• are in accordance with the statutory requirements and rationale of 

the NI Curriculum;
• adhere to the JCQ regulations;
• offer clear guidelines to all staff; 
• offer clear guidelines to pupils and parents on the relevant aspects of 

the examination process 

Section of the Policy that outlines the responsibility of 
the pupil for attendance and completion of 
coursework

The pupil will show commitment to the Examination Policy by:
• adhering to the regulations of the Examination Policy;
• recognising the importance of coursework regulations, ensuring that 

the coursework is his/her own and signing a declaration to authenticate 
this; 

• agreeing to regularly attend school;
• understanding that if a pupil’s attendance is so poor that it impacts 

negatively on his/her performance in a particular subject, the pupil 
will not be entered for the examination;

• agreeing to complete all aspects of the coursework and 
understanding that failure to complete coursework by the agreed 
deadline(s) will mean that he/she will not be entered for the examination.   

A complete copy of the Policy for External Examinations and further guidance on 
the JCQ regulations for 
• the completion of Coursework/ Controlled Assessments and 
• the conduct of External Examinations 

are available on the school website. P
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Note the AS examinations contribute to 40% of the A Level award. 
The above table shows the % of the AS award.
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Board
External Exam  Coursework Further detail

Art and Design CCEA One set piece 50% 1 task 50%

Biology CCEA 3 written papers 37.5%, 37.5% 
and 17.6%

7 practical tasks 7.4% Practical tasks assessed by 
teacher and moderated by 
CCEA

Business Studies CCEA 2 written papers each 50%

Chemistry CCEA 3 written papers 40%, 40%, 
13.8% 
1 practical exam 6.2%

Computer Science WJEC 2 written papers each 62.5% 
and 37.5%

Digital Technology CCEA 2 written papers each 50%

Drama WJEC 1 written paper 40%  1 practical exam 60% Practical filmed in 
conjunction with creative 
log and sent to WJEC to be 
moderated

English Literature CCEA 2 written papers 60% and 40%

French CCEA 2 written papers 40% and 30%
1 speaking exam 30%

Speaking exam in 
April/May – visiting 
examiner

Further Mathematics CCEA 2 written papers each 50% AS1 (Pure) and AS2 
(Applied) 

Geography CCEA 3 written papers 40%, 40% and 
20%

German CCEA 2 written papers 40% and 30%
1 speaking exam 30%

Speaking exam in 
April/May – visiting 
examiner

Government & Politics CCEA 2 written papers 40% and 60%

Health and Social Care CCEA 1 written paper 50% 2 tasks each 25% Coursework completed by 
the end of March

History CCEA 2 written papers each 50%

Irish CCEA 2 written papers 40% and 30%
1 speaking exam 30%

Speaking exam in 
April/May – visiting 
examiner

Mathematics CCEA 2 written papers 60%, 40% AS1 (Pure) and AS2 
(Applied: Mechanics and 
Statistics)

Physical Education WJEC One written paper 60% 3 tasks 40% Practical Task
Coaching task
Personal Performance 
Profile

Physics CCEA 3 written papers 40%, 40%, 
11.1% 
1 practical exam 8.9% 

Religious Studies CCEA 2 written papers each 50% Unit 7+8

Sociology WJEC 2 written papers each 40% and 
60%

Spanish CCEA 2 written papers 40% and 30%
1 speaking exam 30%

Speaking exam in 
April/May – visiting 
examiner

Technology & Design CCEA 2 written papers each 25% 1 task 50% 2 x 1 hour paper on the 
same day
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September October November December January February March April May

Art

CCEA 

externally 

set 

assignment.

AS1 

Experimental 

Portfolio 

begins.

AS1 

Experimental 

Portfolio 

completed.

AS2 Personal 

Response 

begins.

AS1+AS2 

externally 

moderated.

Biology

7 teacher -

assessed 

practicals 

completed 

in school 

throughout 

the year.

Practicals 

completed.

Drama Unit 2 

Practical 

begins.

Completed in 

school and at 

home.

Unit 2 

Practical 

completed. 

Health 

and 

Social 

Care

Coursework 

1 started 

and 

completed 

in school 

and at 

home.

Coursework 

1 completed 

end of 

November.

Coursework 2 

started and 

completed at 

school and at 

home.

Coursework 2 

completed 

end of March.

Physical 

Education

3 tasks on-

going 

throughout 

the year.

Practical 

Task

Coaching 

task

Personal 

Performanc

e Profile

. 3 tasks 

completed.

Technolo

gy & 

Design

Task 1 

begins. 

Completed 

in school 

and at 

home.

Task 1 

completed for 

end of March. 



Note the A2 examinations contribute to 60% of the A Level award. 
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Subject Applied/Ge
neral

Exam 
Board

External Exam Coursework Further detail

Art and Design A CCEA One set piece 24% 1 task 36% Coursework has a 
written element

Biology G CCEA 3 written papers 24%, 24% and 
9.6%

5 practical tasks 2.4% Practical tasks 
assessed by 
teacher and 
moderated by 
CCEA

Business Studies G CCEA 2 written papers each 30%

Chemistry G CCEA 3 written papers 24%, 24%, 8% 
1 practical exam 4%

Computer Science G
WJEC 2 written papers each 20% 1 task 20%

Digital Technology A CCEA 1 written paper 40% 1 task 20%

Drama A WJEC 1 written paper 24% 2 practical tasks 36% Visiting 
moderator

English Literature G CCEA 2 written papers each 20% 1 task 20%

French G CCEA 2 written papers 24% and 18%
1 speaking exam 18%

Speaking exam in 
April/May –
visiting examiner

Further Mathematics G CCEA 2 written papers each 30% A2(1) Pure
A2(2) Applied

Geography G CCEA 3 written papers 
24%, 24%,12%

German G CCEA 2 written papers 24% and 18%
1 speaking exam 18%

Speaking exam in 
April/May –
visiting examiner

Government & Politics G CCEA 2 written papers 35% and 25%

Health and Social Care A CCEA 1 written paper 30% 2 tasks 30%

History G CCEA 2 written papers 20%, 40%

Irish G CCEA 2 written papers 24% and 18%
1 speaking exam 18%

Speaking exam in 
April/May –
visiting examiner

Mathematics G CCEA 2 written papers 36%, 24% A2(1) Pure
A2(2) Applied

Moving Image Arts A CCEA 1 written paper 24% 1 task 36%

Music A CCEA 2 written papers 21%
1 performance task 19.5%

1 task 19.5% Composition

Physical Education A WJEC 1 written paper 36% 1 practical task
1 written piece of 
coursework.
24%

Physics G CCEA 3 written papers 24%, 24%, 6.7% 
1 practical exam 5.3%

Religious Studies G CCEA 2 written papers each 30% Unit 7+8

Sociology G WJEC 2 written papers 40%, 20%

Spanish G CCEA 2 written papers 24% and
18%
1 speaking exam 18%

Speaking exam in 
April/May –
visiting examiner

Technology & Design A CCEA 1 written paper 30% 1 task 30%
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September October November December January February March April May

Art

CCEA externally 

set assignment.

A2 1 

Personal and 

Critical 

Investigation 

begins.

. A2 1 

Written 

element 

drafted.

A2 1 Written 

element 

submitted and 

externally 

assessed.

A2 2 Personal 

Response begins.

A2 1+A2 2 

submitted 

and 

externally 

moderated.

Biology

5 teacher-

assessed 

practicals done 

in school 

throughout the 

year.

Practicals 

completed.

Computer 

Science

One task 

beginning in 

September and 

completed in 

class and at 

home.

Task completed by mid 

March.

Digital 

Technology

One task 

beginning in 

September and 

completed in 

class and at 

home.

Task completed by mid 

March.

Drama Unit 4 

Practical 

begins. 

Completed at 

home and in 

school.

Unit 4 completed.

English 

Literature

From Sept to 

Feb

2,500 word 

essay.

Essay 

completed.

Health and 

Social Care

Coursework 1 

started and 

completed in 

school and at 

home.

Coursework 1 

completed 

end of 

November.

Coursework 

2 started 

and 

completed 

in school 

and at 

home.

Coursework 2 

completed end of 

March.

Moving 

Image Arts

Task begins. Task 

completed 

by Easter. 

Completed 

in school 

and at 

home.

Music Performance 

work on-going 

through-out the 

year.

Composition 

task begins. 

Completed in 

school and at 

home.

. Compositio

n task 

completed 

by mid 

April.

Composition 

task 

submitted to 

CCEA

Physical 

Education

Task 1 Practical. 

On-going 

throughout the 

year.

Task 2 

begins.

Written 

investigation.

Task 2 

completed.

Task 1 completed.

Technology 

& Design

Task 2 begins.

Completed in 

school and at 

home.

Task 2 completed by 

the end of March. 



Effective use of study time in school will have a positive impact on your 
A/AS level results

Basic Study Rules
You must attend the study for the periods allocated.
You must attend punctually.
Silence is essential to create a working atmosphere.
You must follow the instructions of the study supervisor at all 
times.
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Study Periods
Take full advantage of study periods by planning them so that you 
have the required books and materials to hand.  Study periods 
enable you to carry out the independent reading and research 
which is essential for success at AS level.  They are not intended 
for the doing of homework so that you can be free in the evenings!
Sixth Form have been given the privilege of bringing their own 
device for use in Study (Apple or Windows based tablets or 
laptops).

Overflow
Because we allocate a generous amount of working space to 
pupils in the study it is sometimes necessary to make use of the 
canteen (overflow).  If you are timetabled for the overflow, 
remember that the exact same conditions apply for it as for the 
study.

Library 

You may use the library during a study period provided that you 
inform the study supervisor in advance and sign the register; 
provided also that the Library is not being used for teaching a 
class.

Careers Suite

You may, likewise, use the Careers Suite during a study period with 
the same provisos as those outlined for using the library.  
Remember that the use of the Careers Suite is restricted to those 
seeking access to careers advice, literature or software.
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We have found that there is a direct link between the attendance and 
punctuality of pupils and their achievements at AS and A level.
It is essential for pupils to build up good habits that will stand them in good 
stead when they leave school and proceed to a less structured and 
protective study environment or employment.  Indeed, when seeking 
references from the school, employers generally ask for details of pupils’ 
attendance and punctuality.  Unless there are special circumstances we 
expect an attendance rate of at least 95% from each pupil.  

We make allowances for the pressure pupils experience before their AS and 
A levels and give them formal study leave to prepare for them.  This 
authorised leave is not counted as absence from school.
We ask all parents and pupils to comply with the following rules:
Dental and medical appointments must be arranged for outside school 
hours, if at all possible.

Pupils must never go on holiday during term time.
If pupils have to leave school during the day they must bring in a letter of 
explanation from their parents.  They may leave school only with the 
permission of their Year Head.

Parents should phone the Pupil Secretary by 10am on the first day of a 
pupil’s absence.  If the Pupil Secretary has not received a phone call she will 
phone or text the parents to ensure that the pupil is absent with his/her 
parent’s consent and for a valid reason.

Where pupils have been absent they must bring in a note from their parents, 
outlining the reason for the absence, on their return to school.  This note is 
necessary for our school records.

Punctuality

Pupils must be in school before 9.00am to ensure that they are present from 
the start of their tutor period or assembly.  Coming in at break because they 
have no classes for the first two periods is unacceptable.  Pupils must also 
arrive on time for each class and study period throughout the day. 

Punctuality also involves the submission to class teachers of homework and 
course work by the required date.  Pupils must bear in mind that teachers 
have many classes besides theirs and that they have to set aside time for 
correcting work from each class.  If course work is not submitted promptly 
pupils will not have time to modify their work, in the light of their teachers’ 
comments, before it is submitted to the examining body. 
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Leadership Roles
All Sixth Form pupils are encourages to take on a leadership role, working in 
partnership with their teachers, tutors and year head in assuming 
responsibility for the life of the school.

Lower Six pupils assist with various school functions and events and, in 
particular, with the Saturday Open Day in January for prospective pupils and 
their parents. 

We regard pupils’ involvement on these occasions as important, not only for 
the school community but also for the development of the pupils’ personal 
and management skills.

At the end of Lower Six pupils are invited to apply for positions of 
responsibility on the School Leadership Team. The team works closely with 
the Upper Sixth Year Head and plays a major role in the life of the school. 
Pupils are also invited to apply to become ‘buddies’ to our Year 8 pupils, 
helping them to settle into school. Lower Sixth are also invited to apply for 
the role of ‘Communication Officers’, with responsibility for the running of 
the School Council.

Behaviour
We are committed to the personal and social development of pupils and 
encourage them to uphold traditional values of good manners and 
tolerance. We seek to develop in them a sense of what behaviour is 
appropriate in each situation. By the time pupils reach the Sixth Form we 
expect them to set an example of good behaviour for younger pupils, being 
courteous and respectful in their dealings with teachers, ancillary staff, other 
pupils and one another.

Uniform
Sixth Form pupils wear a distinctive uniform which marks them out as 
leaders of the school community. As such, they are expected to set and 
maintain the highest standards of personal appearance, wearing correct 
uniform at all times and complying with regulations about skirt lengths 
(worn to the knee), make-up, jewellery, hair styles (cuts shorter than a No.2 
are not permitted, boys must be clean shaven), etc.

High standards in the Sixth Form provide good example for younger pupils 
and give the public a positive image of the school. Pupils themselves have 
the satisfaction of looking well and their self esteem is enhanced.

Car Parking

Lower Six pupils are forbidden to drive to school. There is limited area of car 
parking available for the use of Upper 6 pupils who have applied for the 
school parking permit.
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Careers Education Information Advice and Guidance (CEIAG) is concerned with 
the transition of pupils from school to adult and working life.  It plays an integral 
part in the personal development of pupils and prepares them to contribute 
effectively and responsibly to their own and others’ social and economic 
wellbeing.

Aims
The central aim of our careers education is to help pupils acquire the skills, 
attitudes and abilities that they will need in order to chart their path through 
life with confidence and to be effective in a variety of adult roles and spheres 
of life.

Objectives
Sixth Form pupils are given the opportunity to develop their knowledge and 
understanding of the world of work, to enhance their awareness of their own 
interests and abilities and to acquire the skills of career management.
All pupils have equal access to opportunities in Careers education regardless 
of aptitude, ability or gender.

Delivery of Careers Education
Careers education is delivered through the Sixth Form Pastoral Programme 
and through designated Careers classes.  In addition, Careers guidance is 
provided by specialist teachers and outside agents who give pupils 
opportunities to explore their interests, discuss their aptitudes and obtain 
advice on possible career paths.

Partnership
The school works in close partnership with parents, employers, Further and 
Higher Education and the Careers Service and takes account of their views 
when evaluating the careers provision for pupils.
The tables on the following pages give an outline of Careers provision for 
Lower and Upper Six each year.
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Lunch Time talks on Admission Tests, LNAT, HPAT, UKCAT, HPAT Ireland, BMAT,  and US Universities.
Regular lunch time careers talks from Higher Education and Industry.

September -

November

* Insight into Engineering co-ordinated by Sentinus

* Engineering Education Scheme:  Interviews and 

selection of a team

* Attend Oxbridge talks

* Careers Insight Days for a wide range of careers will take 

place from September – May. They include Dentistry, 

Pharmacy, Psychology and Allied Health Professions. 

January/
February Preparation for Work Shadow Placements which are to be 

finalised by Wednesday 26 February.

March/April

Options after A level

In Careers classes and with their tutors the pupils look at 

their options after A level.

Interested pupils are given opportunities to attend:

 St Mary’s University College, Belfast

 Talks from Scottish and English University personnel

 Queen’s School of Dentistry Open Day

 Medical Symposium at Methodist College, Belfast

 Law Conference at Methodist College, Belfast

 University of Ulster Faculty of Art and Design 

 Oxbridge talks and visits 

 UCAS Conference

April
Higher Education Information Event for Parents
Careers Service NI to attend.

June
All pupils participate in Work Shadow Placement
Oxford Summer School
Lower Six Interviews (parents invited) Wednesday 27th June to 
Friday 5th June

July Cambridge Summer School 
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ix
thSeptember/October Open Days:  QUB, University of Ulster and St Mary’s

UCAS Applications – Careers classes (4)

Attend Oxbridge Conference

Deloitte Brightstart Programme

Careers Taster Event (Biennial) 

November Preparation for Interview Skills Day – Careers classes (5)

Mock Interviews for Oxbridge candidates

Dental, Medical, Nursing and Midwifery Mini MMIs.

Mock Teaching interviews.

December Talk for St. Mary’s Applicants

January CAO Applications for interested pupils

Acknowledgements – UCAS replies to pupils

Interview Skills Day for all pupils – involving Governors, 

Parents, Careers Officers and representatives from 

Industry and Commerce.

‘Money Matters’ – a workshop for pupils highlighting many 

topics including:-

- Student Grants and Awards

- Loans

- Housing

- Budgeting and Student Debt

February – May Through Careers classes pupils will find out information 
regarding many aspects of University life including –
- Student Finance
- Clearing
- Replying to offers
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Advice to Pupils

As young adults wishing to be more 
independent and wishing to have 
more control, over your lives, you 
must also be aware of the 
responsibilities which adult life 
brings.  There will be many 
conflicting demands on your time 
and energies when you are in the 
Sixth Form.

If you are a mature, intelligent young adult you will ask yourself the following 
questions:

Is there a healthy balance in my life between my studies, my leisure, my sport 
and my part-time work?

Have I allowed my social or sporting life to take precedence over my studies?

Have I missed schoolwork deadlines due to an over-active social life?

Regarding my long- term future, which should take priority, leisure time or study?

Part-time Jobs
Many of you in Lower Sixth have part-time jobs and it is understandable that you 
desire the financial independence which this gives you.  It is commendable that 
you do not want to be a financial burden on your parents.  However, we would 
ask you once more to consider your priorities by answering the following 
questions honestly:

Parents and Teachers will expect you 
to devote lots of time to your 
studies.  Friends and peers will 
expect you to spend lots of time with 
them.  Employers of those of you 
who have part time work will insist 
on your punctual attendance at your 
place of work.  Those of you who 
play sport for a club will need to 
attend training sessions and 
matches.  Sometimes it is not easy 
to reconcile all these conflicting 
demands.

Which is more important to me in the long run, my part-time job or my studies?
Am I coming into school tired or lacking motivation because of too many hours spent in my job?
Is my job having a detrimental effect on my schoolwork and on my assignment grades?
Have I missed homework deadlines because of my job?
Are there school events and extra-curricular activities that I miss out on because of my job?
Who is more genuinely concerned about my welfare and future, my employer or my teachers?

Of course, we are not suggesting that you should not have a part-time job, that you should not be 
involved in sport or that you should not have a social life.  What we are saying is that you should 
have the maturity to make intelligent choices.  You must realise that at this stage of your life your 
studies must take priority.  The mark of your maturity will be the ability to strike the balance.
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